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Abstract
Many-body theory is largely based on self-consistent equations that are constructed in terms of the
physical quantity of interest itself, for example the density. Therefore, the calculation of important
properties such as total energies or photoemission spectra requires the solution of nonlinear equations
that have unphysical and physical solutions. In this workwe show inwhich circumstances one runs
into an unphysical solution, andwe indicate howone can overcome this problem.Moreover, we solve
the puzzle ofwhen andwhy the interactingGreen’s function does not unambiguously determine the
underlying system, given in terms of its potential, or non-interactingGreen’s function. Our results are
general since they originate from the fundamental structure of the equations. The absorption
spectrumof lithium ﬂuoride is shown as one illustration, and observations in the literature for some
widely usedmodels are explained by our approach.Ourﬁndings apply to both theweak and strong-
correlation regimes. For the strong-correlation regimewe show that one cannot use the expressions
that are obtained from standard perturbation theory, andwe suggest a different approach that is exact
in the limit of strong interaction.
1. Introduction
In condensed-matter physics, important formalisms for predicting and understandingmaterial properties, such
as density-functional theory (DFT), many-body perturbation theory (MBPT), and dynamicalmean-ﬁeld theory
(DMFT), avoid the use of the fullmany-bodywave function and are instead based on simpler quantities, such as
densities andGreen’s functions. The one-bodyGreen’s functionG, for example, yields expectation values of
one-body operators, and the total energy. In particular,G gives access to the spectral function, which is related to
photoemission spectra, a widely used experimental technique to determine electronic structure.G is well
deﬁned as expectation value of particle addition and removal to theN-body ground state or thermal
equilibrium.However, to use this deﬁnition one should know themany-bodywave function, which is out of
reach. A frameworkwhere themany-bodywave function does not appear explicitly is provided byMBPT [1],
where the interactingGreen’s functionG is given as a functional of the non-interactingGreen’s functionG0 and
the bare Coulomb interaction vc. An important idea ofMBPT is to avoid a possibly ill-behaved perturbation
expansion ofG in terms of vc andG0 usingDyson equations. These are integral equations that describe the
propagation of particles in terms of an effective potential or interaction. For the one-bodyGreen’s function, for
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example, this effective potential, which is the kernel of theDyson equation, is the self-energyΣ. The power of
this approach resides in the fact that even a low-order approximation forΣ yields contributions to all orders in
vc. Following Luttinger andWard [2],Σ is usually expressed as a functional ofG instead ofG0. However, this
makes theDyson equation nonlinear, which leads tomultiple solutions [3, 4]. This is a very fundamental and
general problemwhich, as wewill demonstrate, also applies to other quantities such as response functions, from
which one can calculate, for example, optical absorption spectra by either solving the Bethe–Salpeter equation
(BSE) or the time-dependentDFT (TDDFT) equations. It is different fromusual problems of convergence or
localminima [5–8]. For example, convergence problems can be readily detected from the oscillatory behavior of
the results; see appendix A for an example of such a problem in the case ofHartree–Fock (HF). The appearance
of fully converged, but unphysical results, instead, ismuchmore subtle and dangerous, and it has important
consequences. It is themain topic of the present work.
We show that the presence ofmultiple solutions has an impact that reaches far beyond numerical problems,
and even points to cases where the currently used strategies to derive approximations break down.We develop
our ideas using amodel that represents the structure of the exact theory. Calculations for a real system and links
to recent observations [9, 10] demonstrate the potential of this approach for analysis and prediction. In
particular, we answer several very general and important questions: (i) Is the problemofmultiple solutions
speciﬁc for certain cases, or is it a fundamental problem?Does it only appear forGreen’s functions or also in the
framework of otherwell-established andwidely usedmethods, like density-functional based approaches?; (ii)
Does it impact calculations for realmaterials?; (iii)Howcan one detect and avoid unphysical solutions?; (iv)
Does the problemdepend on the interaction strength, and are there consequences for themany-body theory of
strongly interactingmaterials?
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2we introduce the one-pointmodel (OPM) andwe investigate
multiple solutions for themap G G.0 We then discuss the consequences ofmultiple solutions for the
calculation of absorption spectrawithin TDDFT. Finally we investigate the effect ofmultiple solutions on the
inversemap G G.0 In section 3we summarize ourﬁndings.
2. Theory and discussion
2.1. TheOPMand themap G G0
To analyze the problemweuse the so-calledOPM [11–13]. Thismodel is not system speciﬁc and can be solved
exactly, such that the physical solution is well deﬁned. It represents important structural aspects of themany-
body problem,while collapsing all arguments of theGreen’s functions, self-energy, and the interaction to one
point,making the equations scalar. In [3], an approximate version of theOPMwas used to discussmultiple
solutionswithin the framework of theGW approximation [14] to the self-energy.
In the present workwe use theOPMwithout approximations, which simulates the fullmany-body problem.
The exactOPMGreen’s functionwas derived in [15] from the one-point equivalent of the equation ofmotion of
G, expressed as a functional differential equation [16]. The exact solution reads
=
+
= -[ ] ˜[ ] ( )y y u y
uy
s y u uy,
1
1
2
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2
, 10
0
0
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where y, y0, and u representG,G0, and vc, respectively. The self-energy s˜ is determined from theDyson equation
= -- -˜[ ] [ ]s y u y y y u, , .0 0 1 1 0 In equation (1) s˜ is given as a functional of the bare interaction u and the non-
interactingGreen’s function y0. Usually, however, oneworkswith the self-energy given as a functional of the
dressedGreen’s function, s[y, u]. Then theDyson equation reads
= + [ ] ( )y y y s y u y, . 20 0
This is, in general, a nonlinear equation.Weﬁrst consider theHF self-energy, which in theOPM is8
= -[ ]s y u uy,HF 1
2
. Let us look at themap G G,0 i.e., the usual case, where y0 is set by the system, and one
searches y. TheDyson equation has two solutions
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= -  + ( )Y
V
V
1
1 1 2 , 3HF
with the rescaled quantitiesY= y/y0 and =V uy .02 Here +YHF is the physical solution, since it connects smoothly
toY0= 1 atV= 0, and -YHF is an unphysical solution, that diverges for vanishing interaction. Both are shown in
the inset ofﬁgure 1. In real problemsDyson equations are solved iteratively. Two possible iteration schemes are:
8
Note that = -[ ]s y u uy,HF 1
2
is an approximation to the exact self-energy. The latter has the simple functional form
= -[ ]s y u uy, 1 2exact 0 0when expressed in terms of y0, or equation (12) in terms of y, as explained below.
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While neither of the two schemes has convergence problemswhen iterating, only scheme (I) converges to the
physical solution, whereas scheme (II) converges to the unphysical solution. This happens because the iteration
leads to the continued fraction representation of the square root [3] in equation (3)
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for x= 2 V. The sign of the square root is determined by the continued fraction in the iterative procedure9.
2.2. TDDFT and themap c c0
The simple but general structure of theOPM suggests that the same picture should emerge for anyDyson-like
equation. For example, optical properties and screening can be calculated by solving the BSE for the two-particle
correlation function, using theGW approximation for the self-energy [17]. The screenedCoulomb interaction
W is calculated from the BSE, and is also part of its kernel. Like in the aboveHF case, thismakes the problem in
principle self-consistent (see e.g. [18]). Alternatively, one can use TDDFT, that obeys a similarDyson-like
equation for the reducible polarizabilityχ [19]. Herewe use TDDFTwithin the so-called bootstrap
approximation proposed in [20]. The correspondingDyson equation for frequencyω reads
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥c w c w c w
c w
c w c w= + +
+ =
=( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )v v1 0
0
, 60 0 c
c
0
whereχ0 is the independent-particle polarizability.We evaluate this for a realmaterial with a long-range
Coulomb interaction and ab initio band structure. Again, this equation has two solutions that can be obtained by
two iteration schemes, analogous to those in equation (4) (see appendix B). Figure 2 shows the absorption
spectrumof LiF obtainedwith the two iteration schemes, as well as the experimental result. The experimental
spectrum shows a strongly bound excitonwith a binding energy of approximately 1.4 eV [21]. The spectrum
obtained from iterating equation (6)with the analogue of scheme (I) is qualitatively correct, since it also shows a
strongly bound exciton. The remaining discrepancies with respect to experiment are due to the approximate
formof fxc [22]. Instead, iterating equation (6)within scheme (II)makes the exciton disappear completely. This
means that, in absence of experimental results, one risks to run into awrong solution, whichwouldmake the
theory non-predictive. However, as we showed, the problem can be overcome using the appropriate iteration
scheme (I). Note that optical properties can also be calculated from ò=1−vcP, where the irreducible
polarizabilityP obeys aDyson equationwith kernel c= -[( ) ]f v P1 1 .cxc 0 In this case, the appropriate scheme
is scheme (II). This is explained in appendix B.
Figure 1.One-pointmodel (OPM): Z0 as a function of the interactionV. Squares (red): -Z0 and solution of scheme (A); circles
(blue): +Z0 and solution of scheme (B); continuous line (orange): the exact solutionY0. Inset: YHF as a function of the interactionV.
9
Wenote that even usingmixing, which is discussed in appendix A, scheme (II) does not yield the physical solution for allV.
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2.3. Themap ¬G G0
So farwe have looked at themap G G0 (and c c0 ).We now focus on the inversemap ¬G G.0 Thismap
is needed in problems of embedding, where one optimizes an auxiliary quantityG0 in order to produce certain
properties of a real system (contained inG). The inversemap is also crucial when onewants to express a
functional in terms of dressed instead of bare quantities. Themost prominent example is the Luttinger–Ward
(LW) functional, where the self-energy is given in terms ofG instead ofG0 [2, 23–25]. For the LW functional to
be properly deﬁned, themap ¬G G0 should be unique.
Within theOPM, consider a systemwith the bareGreen’s function y0, andwith the exact, interactingGreen’s
function y given by equation (1).We nowﬁx y and examinewhether the inversemap ¬z y0 unambiguously
leads to =z y .0 0 With the exact self-energy = -˜[ ]s z uz0 12 0 of equation (1), the exactDyson equation of this
problem reads
= + ( )z y uyz1
2
, 70 0
2
inwhich y is known and z0 is to be determined. This equation has again two solutions:
=  -  = +  - ( ) ( ) ( )z
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2
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2
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where =Z z y0 0 0 andwe used equation (1). The square root in equation (8) equals the absolute value -∣ ∣V2 .
Because - V2 changes sign atV= 2, the physical solutionY0= 1 is obtained by -Z0 forV< 2 and by +Z0 for
V> 2 (see ﬁgure 1). In other words neither of the two solutions gives =Z Y0 0 for allV. As a consequence one has
to change sign in front of the square root in equation (8) atV= 2. This has important consequences for the
iterative solution of equation (7): because scheme (I) yields the square root with positive sign, to obtain themap
¬G G0 weneed two different iteration schemes: one for 0<V< 2 and the other forV> 2. This is different from
themap G G,0 where one solution gives the physical solution for allV, and hence a single iteration scheme
sufﬁces.
The need to change iteration scheme is a serious problem. Indeed, Kozik et al [9] pointed out that different
iteration schemes, applied toHubbard andAndersonmodels, lead to different solutions which cross at a certain
interaction.OurOPMresults provide themissing explanation: keeping the labels (A) and (B) of [9], the two
iteration schemes correspond to
= + -+ ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )Z V Z A
1
1
1
2
1 , 9
n
n
0
1 0
= - - - ++ ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )Z V Z Z B
1
1
1
2
1
2
. 10
n
n
n
0
1 0
0
We report the results inﬁgure 1. Scheme (A) converges to the physical solution forV< 2 and to the non-physical
solution forV> 2. Instead, scheme (B) converges to the non-physical solution for 2/3<V< 2 and to the
physical solution for10 2<V< 6. These results are strictly analogous to those obtained byKozik et al for
Figure 2.Optical absorption spectrumof LiF. Continuous line (red): physical solution; dashed line (blue): unphysical solution; dots
(black): experiment [21]. The vertical line indicates the position of the quasiparticle gap.
10
ForV< 2/3 andV> 6 scheme (B) does not converge.
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Hubbard andAndersonmodels. They can be understood from the fact that scheme (A) creates a continued
fractionwith positive square root, whereas in scheme (B) the sign of the continued fraction is changed.
This sign problem is a priori a disaster because there is no unique prescription of how to avoid unphysical
solutions. TheOPMhighlights the reducible polarizability [15]
c
c =
-
+( ) ( )
V
V
2
2
2
, 11
0
2
as critical quantity that changes sign at the crossing11V= 2. At the same time, forV> 2 the perturbation
expansion of y, in equation (1), diverges. Our result indicates that one should in principle inspect the exact two-
particle correlation function as a function of the interaction to detect problems of perturbation theory. This is in
linewith [10] inwhich a breakdown of perturbation theory is linked to an eigenvalue of the two-particle
correlation function that crosses zero, becoming negative12.
Inverting amap between functionals requires a careful deﬁnition of their domain [26, 27]. Themultiple
solutions are the price to pay for the fact that we have not considered this deﬁnition in the above discussion. For a
systemwith a non-degenerate ground state this can be understood as follows: if therewere two solutions for
¬G G,0 one could obtain the same dressedGreen’s function from two differentG0 and, hence, from two
different external potentials13. Since the diagonal ofG is the density, theHohenberg–Kohn theorem [28] states
that there can only be one external potential, and hence oneG0, corresponding to eachG. Thismeans that any
additional solutionG0 is unphysical, in the sense that it cannot be constructed from the solution of a one-body
Schrödinger equation. Equivalently, it cannot bewritten as a sumof simple poles, eachwith a strength
normalized to one. By imposing this condition, one can therefore eliminate unphysical solutions. In theOPM
this trivially corresponds to the requirementZ0= 1, which already implies the solution. In appendix Cwework
out amore realistic case where the deﬁnition of the domain deﬁnes the solutionwhen the self-energy is static. A
more general discussion on the deﬁnition of the domain can be found in [27]. It should be noted that whenG0 is
an embeddingGreen’s function the discussion ismore complicated, because one searches for aﬁctitiousG0 with
a frequency dependence that can differ from that of aG0 resulting from a static potential.
With themap ¬G G0 one can construct the exact self-energy as a functional ofG. Using equation (8) in the
exact self-energy given in equation (1)we obtain
= -  - ( )[ ] ( )s y u
y
uy,
1
2
1 1 2 , 122
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥=-  + +  ( )y y u y
uy u y1
2
1
2
1
2 2 2
. 13
3 2 5
Wenote that the LW functional in equation (12) is unique, but in order to calculate it one has to change the sign.
TheDyson equationwith the two self-energies of equation (12) leads to two differentGreen’s functions: the
physical solution given in equation (1) is obtained from s−forV< 2 and from s+ forV> 2, and y= 0 is obtained
from s+ for anyV. Therefore, for weak interaction using the exact self-energy one obtains only one solution, the
physical one, contrary to, e.g., theHF approximation.Wenote that at the point where s+ and s−meet (atV= 2)
the derivative ds±/dy diverges. This could explain the divergence of d dS G observed in [10] in the paramagnetic
DMFT solution of aHubbardmodel. Note that this divergence occurs at the point where one of the eigenvalues
of the polarizability crosses zero.
In equation (13)weTaylor expanded the square root. The convergence radius is inﬁnite, since
 uy0 2 1,2 as can be shown using equation (1). Interestingly, the sumof theﬁrst two terms in equation (13)
(upper sign) is theﬁrst termof an expansion of the self-energy for strong interaction [3]. The remaining terms
constitute an expansion in terms of a quantity that is proportional tou and converges for all physical y. This
means that one can use perturbation theory over thewhole interaction range, but in two different ways for the
two different regimes14. To lowest order, this corresponds toHF, = -s uy,HF 1
2
for weak interaction, and
= - --s s ,
y
SIN HF 1 HF for strong interaction.We call this functional strong-interactionHF (SIN–HF)15. Both
self-energies yield two solutions.We report the physical solution for these two approximations inﬁgure 3.While
11
The polarizability is deﬁned as the derivative ofGwith respect to an external potential. Therefore there is only one branch.
12
Negative spectral functions can also be caused by certain approximations [39]. This is a different problem.
13
Wenote thatG0must satisfy the Kubo–Martin–Schwinger boundary conditions, whichmeans that there is only one solutionG0 to the
equation =-G G 10 1 0 [40, 41].
14
Note that since y 0 for  ¥u the convergence of perturbation theory improves with increasing u.
15
Equations (12) and (13) suggest that the exact self-energies in the weak (WIN) and strong interaction (SIN) regimes are related by
S = -S - y1 ,SIN WIN indicating that one could use the knowledge of theweak interaction expansion to obtain good approximations for
the strong-interaction case. Note, however, that the generalization of SIN–HFor higher order approximations of the strong-interaction
series to real systems is not straightforward.
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HF clearly fails for strong interaction, SIN–HF is exact in the strong-interaction limit and performswell for
V> 4, while it is worse thanHF forV< 4. It is important to note that the physical SIN–HF solution is obtained
forV> 1with the iteration scheme = + -+( ) ( ) ( )Y Y VY1 1 1.n n n1 1
2
Indeed, as it is also clear from the
example of TDDFT, and discussed in appendix B, the appropriate iteration scheme depends on the formulation
of the problem.We suggest theOPMas a powerful tool to examinewhich scheme one should use for a given
problem and interaction range.
3. Conclusions
Wehave demonstrated that with a simple but generalOPMone can understand and solve structural problems of
MBPT. In particular, one can use it sort out themultiple solutions of the nonlinearDyson equation by choosing
the appropriate iteration scheme.We have shown that for themap G G0 a single iteration scheme sufﬁces to
obtain the physical solution for all interaction strenghts. Instead, for the inversemap ¬G G0 one has to change
iteration scheme at the interaction strength at which the reducible polarizability changes sign and perturbation
theory ofG in terms ofG0 starts to diverge. Nonetheless, we have proved that even for strong interaction one can
use a perturbative expression for the self-energy in terms ofG, which differs from the usual Luttinger-Ward
functional. By presenting analogous results for real systems, and by comparingwith numerical results in the
literature, we have shown that these conclusions go far beyond theOPM.We expect that theywill have an impact
onmany other questions in the domain ofmany-body physics.
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AppendixA. Convergence problems: the example ofHF
As an example of convergence problems inmany-body theorywe consider theHF approximation. The task is to
solve theDyson equation = - S- - [ ]G G G .1 0 1 HF Usually this is done iteratively as, for example,
= - S- + - [ ]( ) ( )G G G .n n1 1 0 1 HF This iteration scheme can converge to aHF solution that is not necessarily the
ground-state, or it can oscillate between two states, neither of which is aHF solution [29]. There are several
approaches to overcome convergence problems (see [30–35]). For example, one canmix the results of previous
iteration steps, as a a= - S - +- + - -[( ) ]( ) ( ) ( )G G G G1 ,n n n1 1 0 1 1 where  a0 1 is themixing parameter.
Inﬁgure 4we plot theHF total energy as a function of the interaction strengthU for a chain of ten sites with a
Coulomb-like interaction g = -- - ∣ ∣Ue i ji j0.5 (with i, j running over the sites).Withoutmixing (α= 0.0)
theHF total energy is linear in the interaction, but only for U 5. ForU> 5 the scheme oscillates between
Figure 3.One-pointmodel (OPM):Y as a function of the interactionV for 4<V< 100. Solid line (black): exact solution; dotted line
(blue): Hartree–Fock (HF); dashed line (red): strong-interactionHF (SIN–HF). Inset:Y as a function ofV for 0<V< 5.
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two values. Instead, usingα= 0.5 leads to a total energy that is linear inU over a large range. In other words, this
problem can be easily detected and solved. It does not appear in calculations that we have performed on
Hubbard clusters, irrespective of the interaction strength.
Appendix B.Unphysical solutions in TDDFT
Optical absorption spectra can be obtained from the imaginary part of themacroscopic dielectric function òM
that is related to the reducible polarizabilityχ according to
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ w c w= +( ) ( ) ( )v1 1 . B.1M c
Herewe neglected crystal local-ﬁeld effects. The reducible polarizability c w( ) can be obtained fromaDyson-
like equation:
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦c w c w c w c w= + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )v f . B.20 0 c xc
The bootstrap approximation to the exchange-correlation kernel fxc reads [20]:
c w
c w=
+ =
=
( )
( )
( )f v1 0
0
. B.3xc
c
0
This kernel is static by deﬁnition.
Since the bootstrap kernel depends onχ, equations (B.2) and (B.3)were solved iteratively in [20] 16.
However, in [22] it was shown that these equations can be solved analytically and have two solutions, of which
only one is physical. It turns out that the iteration scheme used in [20] gives the physical solution.Herewe show
that this iteration scheme is equivalent to scheme (I).Moreover, we show an iteration scheme, equivalent to
scheme (II) that leads towell converged, but unphysical optical spectra.
The analytical solution of the systemof equations (B.2) and (B.3) forω= 0 gives:
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠c
c c c
c c
c
=-  -
=-  -

v
v
2 2
,
2 2
1
4
.
0 0
2
0
c
0 0
c 0
The sign of the square root corresponding to the physical solution can be found by analyzing the limit of large
screening c  -¥v .c 0 For c-, the correct result c  -- v1 ,c i.e., the large screening random-phase
approximation (RPA) result, is obtained.Note that in this limit, equation (B.3) also gives the expected RPA
result, that is fxc= 0. For c+, the unphysical limit c c -+ 0 is obtained. In practice, onewould iterate
equations (B.2) and (B.3) up to self-consistency. Two iteration schemes emerge, which are given by setting
c= -Y vc and c= -V v2 c 0 in schemes (I) and (II). The physical solution is obtained using scheme (I), which
is equivalent to the iterative solution proposed in [20].
Figure 4.TheHartree–Fock (HF) total energy of a ten sites chainwith aCoulomb-like interaction, as a function of the interactionU.
Squares (red): results withoutmixing (α = 0.0); circles (blue): results withmixing (α = 0.5).
16
The iterations are done only forω= 0.
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If, instead of equation (B.2), theDyson equation for the irreducible polarizability c c= +P f P0 0 xc is used,
and the optical spectrum is obtained from  = - v P1 ,M c one arrives again at schemes (I) and (II), withY= vcP
and c= -V v2 .c 0 In this case, however, the physical solution is given by scheme (II), which yields the correct
large screening limit c=  -¥P .0 This can be understood from the structure of the equations. It shows that
the iteration scheme leading to the physical solution depends on theway inwhich theDyson equation is
formulated and that theOPM is a powerful tool to determinewhich iteration scheme has to be used.
Ab initio calculations of the optical spectrumof LiFwere performedwith theexciting code [36] using a
grid of 4096 non-equivalent k-points. The LFE have been neglected. TheKohn–Sham eigenvalues from a
ground-state calculationwithin the local-density approximation (Perdew–Wang) [37]were corrected through a
scissors shift of 5.22 eV in order tomimic the experimental quasiparticle gap »EgLiF 14.2 eV [38].
AppendixC.Deﬁnition of the domain
Herewe give an illustration for the restriction of the number of solutions for ¬G G0 to only one in the case of a
static self-energy by restricting the domain ofG0 [26, 27]. Any physical Green’s function should obey several
physical constraints. For example, a physicalG0 can be expressed in its single-particle form
*
åw
f f
w¢ =
¢
-( )
( ) ( ) ( )G x x x x, , , C.1
s
s s
0
s
wherefs(x) and s are the single-particle wave functions and energies, respectively. Let us now suppose that the
Dyson equation given by
= + S- - [ ]G G G0 1 1
withG−1ﬁxed, has two solutions of the form (C.1),G0 and ¢G .0 The difference of the two correspondingDyson
equations can bewritten as
¢ = - S + S ¢- -[ ] [ ] [ ] ( )G G G G . C.20 1 0 1 0 0
Nowwewrite this equation in the basis labelledℓ inwhichG0 is diagonal. This basis exists and is the same for all
frequencies becauseG0 has the form given in equation (C.1). The right-hand side of equation (C.2) in the basis
reads d w - - S + S ¢¢ ¢ ¢( ) [ ] [ ]ℓℓ ℓ ℓℓ ℓℓG G .0 0 In the simple case of a staticHF self-energy thismeans that the
off-diagonal elements of ¢ -[ ]G0 1must be static and therefore equal to their w  ¥ limit. In this limit, for a
spectrum òs that is bounded, these elements are zero and as a consequence ¢G0 must be diagonal. Thismeans that
its wave functions are the same as those ofG0 and thereforeS = S ¢[ ] [ ]G G .HF 0 HF 0 Weﬁnally obtain that¢ =G G .0 0 Weconclude that in this example the constraint (C.1) is sufﬁcient to guarantee that there is only one
solution.Hence, the problemofmultiple solutions is related to the deﬁnition of the domain of representability
ofG0.
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